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This is a great songbook consisting of American classics: Skip to my Lou to "Morning has Broken". The range of music ranges from Christian classics, to folk songs, to Christmas music. At 63 songs and under $10, this is a great collection of songs for beginner harmonica players to play. This is clearly a beginner book however, with some of the more syncopated songs instead taking a simpler rhythm. (Instead of a dotted-eight note followed by a sixteenth note, a lot of songs use just two eight-notes in a row). Still, all songs can be accomplished without any overblows or bends, so even the absolute beginner player will be able to play all of the songs. More advanced players should seek out harder music for better practice. Unfortunately, the tabs that are noted in the book are occasionally wrong. (maybe one mistake every five songs or so). So I knocked off a star. Even if you can't read music, you'll probably be able to figure out where these errors are as you learn how to read the standard sheet music.

The American Harmonica Song book is very and concise, easy to read and understand. All the songs are written with notes tablature and lyrics. I would highly recommend this book. It has helped me out tremendously in learning to play the Harmonica.

Nice book. Easy to use for a new player.

This is a great book full of American favorites. I like the staff with notes and tab. Lots of the songs also have the words. The song choices included make it a must have for harmonica players.
Straight forward especially with new harmonica player who want a challenge.
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